A collector wishes to collect m complete sets of N distinct coupons. The draws from the population are considered to be independent and identical distributed with replacement, and the probability that a typej coupon is drawn is noted as p j . Let T m (N ) the number of trials needed for this problem. We present the asymptotics for the expectation (five terms plus an error), the second rising moment (six terms plus an error), and the variance of T m (N ) (leading term), as well as its limit distribution as N → ∞, when
Introduction and Motivation
The coupon collector's problem (CCP) is a classic urn problem of probability theory. It refers to a population whose members are of N different types (e.g., baseball cards, viruses, fish, words, etc). For 1 ≤ j ≤ N we denote by p j the probability that a member of the population is of type j, where p j > 0 and N j=1 p j = 1. The members of the population are sampled independently with replacement and their types are recorded. Naturally, the main object of study is the number T (N ) of trials needed until all N types are detected (at least once). The simple case where all p j 's are equal has a long history. It began with A. De Moivre at the eighteenth century and later with P.S. Laplace (see [12] , [4] ). In the recent years D.J. Newman and L. Shepp studied the more general problem where the collector's goal is to complete m sets of all N existing different coupons (still uniformly distributed), [16] . This problem is known as the double Dixie cup problem due to a successful marketing policy of the Dixie Cup Company, (see [13] ). Let T m (N ) be the number of trials needed for this case. The main result of [16] was that for any fixed m as N → ∞, where C m is a constant depending on m. Soonafter, P. Erdős and A. Rényi went a step further and determined the limit distribution of T m (N ), as well as the exact value of the constant C m , see [9] . They proved that C m = γ − ln (m − 1)!, (1.2) where γ = 0.5772 · · · is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, and that for every real y the following limiting result holds: 
As for the asymptotics of the variance, he only did the case m = 1, where he found the formula
For the case of unequal coupon probabilities and for m = 1, general results have been published in [5] and [6] , while for general (however fixed) values of m a paper of ours has been recently uploaded in the arxiv, [7] . Since our motivation arises from these works we will briefly present their results. Let α = {a j } ∞ j=1 be a sequence of strictly positive numbers. Then, for each integer N > 0, one can create a probability measure π N = {p 1 , ..., p N } on the set of types {1, ..., N } by taking
Notice that p j depends on α and N , thus, given α, it makes sense to consider the asymptotic behavior of
where
The sequences α = {a j } ∞ j=1 were separated as follows:
e −a j τ < ∞ for some τ > 0.
Notice that Case I is equivalent to L 1 (α; m) < ∞ and L 2 (α; m) < ∞.
As it turned out the leading term of both the expectation and the second (rising) moment of T m (N ) is enough to obtain the leading asymptotics of its variance. As for the distribution of T m (N ), for all s ∈ [0, ∞) one has
where S m ( · ) is given by (1.6).
Examples of sequences falling in this case are a j = j p , p > 0 (for p = 1 we have the so-called linear case), b j = e pj , p > 0, and c j = j!.
(Case II)
which is equivalent to L 1 (α; m) = L 2 (α; m) = ∞. In order to make some progress one has to make some assumptions for the sequence α = {a j } ∞ j=1 . If we write a j as
and assume that f (x) possesses three derivatives satisfying the following conditions as x → ∞: 14) then, the asymptotics of the expectation of T m (N ) (up to the fifth term), and the asymptotics of its second rising moment (up to the sixth term) were obtained. These results were needed for the leading asymptotics of the variance V [ T m (N ) ] to appear. As for the limiting distribution as it turned out the random variable T m (N ) (under the appropriate normalization) converges in distribution to a Gumbel random variable.
Remark 1. Roughly speaking, f (·) belongs to the class of positive and strictly increasing functions, which grow to ∞ (as x → ∞) slower than exponentials, but faster than powers of logarithms.
In particular, (ii) is a sub exponential condition. Conditions (iii) (mainly) and (iv) interpret the above remark for the growth of f (·). These conditions are satisfied by a variety of commonly used functions. For example,
or various convex combinations of products of such functions. In particular when f (x) = x p , p > 0 that is the coupon probabilities are
we have the so-called generalized Zipf distribution, a surprising law, which have attracted the interest of many researchers, mainly due to its application in computer science and linguistics (the literature on the Zipf law is extensive). In reference to the CCP the standard Zipf distribution (that is the case where p = 1) and when m = 1, the asymptotics of the expectation (leading term) of T 1 (N ), was first studied by Flajolet et al, see [11] . To summarize, we have an answer for the asymptotics of the expectation and the second rising moment of T m (N ), as well as the leading asymptotics of the variance V [ T m (N ) ], and its limiting distribution for rich classes of coupon probabilities. Moreover, even exponential sequences belong to the set of classes of sequences, for which we are able to solve our problem. For example the sequence β = {e −pj } ∞ j=1 , p > 0 falls into Case II; but condition (ii) of (1.14) is violated. However, if one considers the sequence α = {e pj } ∞ j=1 it is immediate that α and β produce the same coupon probabilities, and since α falls into Case I, a solution to our problem exists. The question arises naturally: can we extend the classes of functions f (·)? What happens if our functions grows as powers of logarithms?
Problem. What can be said about the moments, the variance, and the distribution of the random variable T m (N ), when f (x) = ln x, or more generally when f (x) = (ln x) −p , p > 0? In other words what can be said for the case the coupon probabilities satisfy:
Remark 2. Formulae (1.15) and (1.16) are explaining the title of this paper.
Discussion and main results
Consider the case a j = (ln j) −p , p > 0. Clearly,
Therefore, these sequences fall into Case II. However, conditions (iii) and (iv) of (1.14) are violated. In view of (1.16), (1.8), and (1.4) we get The sum
is easy to handle. In fact one may easily obtain its full asymptotic expanssion by using the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, and hence the associated integral N j=2 (ln x) −p dx, and then repeated integration by parts, (see [1] ). In particular, for p = 1 we get the so-called offset logarithmic integral or Eulerian logarithmic integral, which is a very good approximation to the number of prime numbers less than
We get
2) The integral appearing in (2.1) is E m (N ; α) of (1.11) and is our main task. Our approach lies in three steps.
Step 1 is a change of variables
There are maybe infinite choices for g(N ), but a convinient one is
which makes things simpler by invoking (2.2). Thus,
Step 2. The asymptotics (as N → ∞) of the integral
All the proofs of this paper are gathered in Section 3. For now we only wish to note that the main tool to estimate the integral above is the Laplace method for integrals for the determination of higher order terms. Hence,
6) Now from the comparison of sums and integrals it follows that the limits above are valid, if the integral is replaced by the associated sum. Moreover, from the Taylor expansion for the logarithm, namely ln(1 − x) ∼ −x as x → 0, one gets the corresponding limits, e.g. for all m ≥ 2
(2.7) The limit above drives us to Step 3. This is actually a method we proposed recently in [5] . We do not claim that this method is new, but even though there is no guarantee that it can be applied in our problem (since conditions (1.14) are violated), it turns out that it is leads to a solution. We will briefly discuss it here and complete the proof in the next section. Let us denote bỹ E m (N ; α) the integral appearing in (2.3). For any given ε ∈ (0, 1) one has 
and
The heart of Step 3 is that I 3 (N ) and I 1 (N ) are dominated by the sixth term in the asymptotics of I 2 (N ) as N → ∞. Intuitively one expects that the main contribution ofẼ m (N ; α) should come from I 2 (N ) (due to the limit of (2.7), but it turns out that I 2 (N ) is much more important. The analysis of I 2 (N ) lies in Lemma 2.1(critical contribution), as well as in classical techniques of asymptotic analysis. The computations needed are often, quite involved. 
where γ is, as usual, the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Remark 4.
Notice that the expected value in (2.13) is slightly bigger than the corresponding expected value for the case of equal coupon probabilities (recall (1.1)-(1.2) ), due to the term p − ln(p + 1) which is strictly positive for all p > 0. This is in accordance with the statement: For fixed positive integers m and N , the case of equal probabilities, has the property that it is the one with the stochastically smallest T m (N ). This result is due to [14] .
Theorem 2.2 (Main result II)
For the second (rising) moment of the random variable T m (N ) we have the following asymptotic expression as
(2.14) When the coupon probabilities satisfy
independently of the value of the positive integer m.
Having detailed asymptotics for E [ T m (N ) ] and the leading asymptotics for the variance V [ T m (N ) ] we take advantage of a well known but very general limit theorem of P.Neal (see Section 3), and present the following
Theorem 2.4 (Main result IV)
Suppose the coupon probabilities p j come from the sequence α = {a j = (ln j) −p } ∞ j=2 for some p > 0, p j = a j / N j=2 a j . Then, for all y ∈ R and for all positive integer m we have as
(2.16) That is, the random variable T m (N ) (under the normalization above) converges in distribution to a Gumbel random variable.
Final comments
The main task of this paper is to enlarge the classes of coupon probabilities for which we have an answer to the collector's problem (and in general for the Dixie cup problem) for the average, the variance and the limiting distribution. Since the full asymptotic expansion of N j=2 (ln j) −p is available our approach is analytic (continuous). We approximate sums by integrals. For example, a key formula is (2.12), which is valid for m ≥ 2:
As for the corresponding integrals we apply the Laplace method for the determination of higher order terms. The analysis of these integrals is complicated. We build on the method proposed in previous works of ours even though the original conditions are violated and one would expect that this approach does not guarantee a path to a solution. We believe that this method could be valuable for future researchers in order to further enlarge the classes of distributions for this problem. Let us now comment on the moments of the random variable T m (N ). In view of (2.10) and (3.9) (see Section 3), the key integral for the r rising moment of T m (N ) should be
To give closure let us illustrate a concrete instance of Main result IV motivated by the following example from Feller, [10] (which is also in Durrett,
Example. What is the probability that in a village of 2190 (= 6·365) people all birthdays are presented? Is the answer much different for 1825 (= 5 · 365) people?
We will answer for both cases of uniform and log-Zipf distributions.
In the case of equal probabilities we apply the result of P. Erdős and A. Rényi, see ( 
Proofs
Proof of Lemma 2.1. From (2.4) we easily have
The substitution y = s 1/p+1 ln N t yields
where a = ln 2/ ln N . For convenience we set the integral above asĨ k (N ). Now as long as s ≥ s 0 > 0 for any fixed s 0 , we have
Moreover, the function φ(t) := t − t −p attains its maximum value at t 0 = s −1/p+1 . Hence, only the immediate neighborhood of t 0 contributes to the full asymptotic expansion ofĨ k (N ). Set h(t) := t −kp . Careful application of Laplace's method for integrals (for the determination of higher-order terms) drives us to approximate φ(t) by
Because ǫ may be chosen small, we Taylor expand the term
Substituting this expansion in the above, then collecting powers of (t − t 0 ), and finally, extending the range of integration to (−∞, t 0 ], yields
and the proof completes the evaluation of the above integral. For more details on this method, see e.g., [1] .
Proof of main result I. To analyse (2.8) we will start from I 2 (N ) (see (2.10) ) and obtain the five first terms in its asymptotic expansion (plus an error). Then we will calculate the leading term of I 3 (N ) and prove that is negligible compared to the sixth term of I 2 (N ) as N → ∞. Finally, we will estimate the leading term of I 1 (N ), for which we will see that is negligible compared to the leading term of I 3 (N ). Since ln(1 − x) = −x + O(x 2 ) as x → 0, it follows from (2.12) and (1.6) that
From the comparison of sums and integrals and Lemma 2.1 (remember that we are interested in I 2 (N ), s is strictly positive and hence we are able to apply Lemma 2.1)
Next, we substitute (3.2) into (2.10)) and apply the change of variables s = 1 − t. Thus,
and we have used that
since ε ∈ (0, 1), b ∈ (0, 1), and t ∈ [−ε, ε]. If we change the variables as N t = u ω m−1 , where ω := (ln N ) −1 , and apply the binomial theorem, after some careful computations we get
Notice that, N → ∞ implies ω → 0 + . We claim that we can replace the upper limit in the above expression by ∞. Let us rewrite I 2 (N ) as
The second integral of (3.5) is easily bounded by
Let us denote I 21 (ω) the first integral of (3.5). We expand the exponentials and get
We write the integral above as
Again, the second integral of (3.6) is easily bounded by O √ ω e −(1−b)/(m−1)! √ ω as ω → 0 + , and our claim is proved. It is now an easy exercise to evaluate I 2 (N ). We have as ω → 0 + . Now, we turn our attention to I 3 (N ) of (2.11). As we will see the leading term is enough. The idea is that one can replace the integrand of (2.11) with [ −M m (N ; s) ] and then by the quantity
For a rigorous approach see, [5] . Hence as N → ∞
From the comparison of sums and integrals and Lemma 2.1 one easily arrives at
Substitute s = 1 − t and apply the Lapace method for integrals yields
as ω → 0 + and as we have set ω = (ln N ) −1 . The reader now observes that the leading term of I 3 (N ) is dominated by the sixth term of I 2 (N ) as N → ∞. We finish our approach by estimating the integral I 1 (N ) of (2.9). For any given ε ∈ (0, 1) it is easy to see that
From the comparison for sums and integrals it follows that (as N → ∞)
(ln x) p dx.
Since 1 − ε is strictly positive it is safe to apply Lemma 2.1 and easily arrive at the inequality
where M 1 is a positive constant. Since ω → 0 + and ε ∈ (0, 1) we have Proof of main result II. From (1.9), (1.11), and (2.2) we have and M m (N ; s) is given in (2.12). If we treat I 5 (N ) as we treated I 2 (N ) and with a little patiences and paper, one finally arrives at
(where b and d 1 as defined in (3.3) and (3.4) respectively). With similar steps as in Main result I one has that I 4 (N ) and I 6 (N ) are negligible compared to the eighth of I 5 (N ). Now Main result II follows immediately by invoking (3.8).
Proof of main result III. The proof follows immediately from the identity
by invoking Main results I and II.
Proof of main result IV. P. Neal [15] has established a general theorem regarding the limit distribution of T m (N ) (appropriately normalized) as N → ∞, where
.., is a sequence of (sub)probability measures, not necessarily of the form (1.7).
Theorem N. Suppose that there exist sequences {b N } and {k N } such that k N /b N → 0 as N → ∞ and that, for y ∈ R, The integral in the right-hand side of (3.22) can be treated as a Laplace integral [1] , where the large parameter is B 1/(p+1) . Since φ(t) is strictly increasing, the main contribution to the asymptotics of this integral comes from the endpoint θ (notice that θ ∼ 1 as N → ∞). and the proof is finished by invoking Theorem N .
